
Foundational Community Support (FCS) 
Supported Employment



AGENDA

9:00am | Welcome

9:05am | Foundational Community Support - Dawn Miller and Darren Paschke

10:30am | Q&A

10:40am | Adjourn



Find this presentation on our website under the 
“Resources” section at www.greaterhealthnow.org

Thank You for Attending!

See you at the next Learning Collaborative on February 21. This 
meeting is FCS Supported Housing. Find more info on our website.

http://www.greaterhealthnow.org/


Employment is an 
important part of 

behavioral health recovery
Greater Health Now

2/7/2024



Understand the importance of employment to support 
behavioral health recovery
Discuss employment as an important part of SDOH
Promote the principles of IPS supported employment
Support the positive impact of competitive 
employment for people with behavioral health 
conditions

Learning Objectives 
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Presentation Notes
Darren



Something to think about……

What if I told you, you could not work anymore?
But, 

promised you a monthly income of $943 a 
month free of charge,

In,
Exchange for a little bit of your freedom?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we would not accept this, why do we expect the people that we work with to accept this?

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjj1Jfgx6LeAhVKw4MKHdlZBvwQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.kuleuven.be/studentenvoorzieningen/kot-leuven/icoontjes/question-mark-on-a-circular-black-background.png/image_view_fullscreen&psig=AOvVaw1yhxDELiLB681GOJ7Q6BcU&ust=1540590134217082


SDoH-HRSN 
Do they matter? 

Social Determinants of Health are the economic and social 
conditions that affect health outcomes and are the underlying, 
contributing factors of health inequities

Examples include housing, educational attainment, 
employment and the environment

Social Related Health Needs is the newly used terms used 
by Medicaid. 

HRSN are an individual’s unmet, adverse social conditions 
that contribute to poor health. These needs –including food 
insecurity, housing instability, unemployment, and/or lack of 
reliable transportation –can drive health disparities across 
demographic groups. 



Housing First / Employment First 
Principles

• Housing is a basic 
right

• Full community integration 
• Client-driven 
• Respect choice, the 

sequence, and for how 
long they want service 

• Services/supports to 
maintain housing

• Employment is a 
basic right 

• Full community integration
• Client-driven
• Respect choice, the 

sequence, and for how 
long they want service 

• Services/supports to 
maintain employment
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Employment 
is a Social 
Determinant 
of Health 
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“Employment is a critical 
mental health intervention.”

Drake and Wallach (2020)

Supported education is considered part of supported 
employment.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Working is often mentioned by clients in describing their recovery process. For example:      J. Bailey, “I’m an Ordinary Person,” Psychiatric Rehabilitation Journal, 22, (1998), 8-10.      Rogers, J. A. (1995). Work is key to recovery. Psychosocial Rehabilitation Journal, 18(4), 5-10.      Steele, K., & Berman, C. (2001). The day the voices stopped. New York: Basic Books.Hierarchy of needs:  	Maslow, A. H. (1970). Motivation and personality (2nd ed.): Harper & Row.Working is not the only adult role for adults in our society, but it is clearly very important.  It is each client’s choice whether or not he/she would like to pursue work, but mental health centers should make it possible if it is their choice.



Mental Illness and Poverty 
5 Facts You Should Know! 

1) The lower the socioeconomic status of an individual is, the higher is his or 
her risk of mental illness (Hudson, 2005). 

2)  There is a strongly negative relationship between socioeconomic status 
and mental illness (Hudson, 2005). 

3). The conditions of poverty can cause certain mental health disorders and 
that alleviating poverty can have positive effects on Adult & Children's mental 

health (Costello et al, 2003). 

4) The stresses associated with low socioeconomic status lead to higher 
mental illness (Hudson, 2005). 

5) Higher unemployment, poverty, and lack of housing affordability in poorer 
communities account for more than half of community differences in 

psychiatric hospitalization rates (Hudson, 2005). 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MHighlight #3…especially “can cause”…this as a research word is much stronger than “correlates”.You can relate this point to the general population.  During the recession of 2009 there were many articles in the NYT, and the Journal that indicated people who’d lost their jobs were now losing their unemployment…those same people began to develop “mood disorders, depression, and anxiety.”Jeffery Freedman at Law “ if you are not depressed when you start to apply for Social Security disability you will be depressed by the time you are done.



Compared to people without 
disabilities, people with any 

mental disability are:

• Far less likely to work.
• If not working, more 

eager to work,
• BUT far less hopeful that 

they will get a job.

(Ali, 2011)
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Research Findings 
on Barriers to 
Service Engagement

Not all barriers are  
“equal”.
Perceptual barriers 
(e.g., stigma) and 
prior negative 
experiences have 
been shown to have 
the greatest influence 
on initial and 
ongoing 
engagement.
Addressing 
perceptual barriers 
may be more 
important than 
focusing only on 
concrete obstacles.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dawn  Research tells us that not all barriers to engagement are equal.  Some are more challenging depending on the person, environment, and trauma.  Perceptual barriers, including prior negative experiences on a job or attempting to return to work (with help from the mental health system), often significantly influence ongoing engagement.  It is essential to set yourself apart from those experiences by checking in with the person and doing things differently than previous providers.  Additionally, help the person recognize that people have negative experiences, and that finding employment will be full of setbacks, but ultimately you believe in them and their fortitude to withstand those negative experiences.



Negative Impact of 
Job Loss 
and Extended 
Unemployment

•Job loss leads to demoralization, lowered 
self-esteem, social isolation, depression, 
suicide, substance abuse, health issues

•Huge impact on earnings, in both short and 
long term

•Return to work increasingly difficult as time 
passes

•Some laid-off workers never return to the 
labor force 
(especially true for women)

(Korpi, 2001; Paul, 
2009; Roelen, 2012)
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Positive Impact 
of Competitive 
Employment 
for People with 
Mental Illness

Benefits of work for people with 
mental illness similar to those for 
general population:

increased self-esteem, improved 
financial security, reduced mental 
health symptoms, less social 
isolation, reduced substance use, and 
reduced health care

(Drake, 2020; Gibbons, 2019; 
Luciano, 2014;Wallstroem, 2021)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Working is often mentioned by clients in describing their recovery process. For example:      J. Bailey, “I’m an Ordinary Person,” Psychiatric Rehabilitation Journal, 22, (1998), 8-10.      Rogers, J. A. (1995). Work is key to recovery. Psychosocial Rehabilitation Journal, 18(4), 5-10.      Steele, K., & Berman, C. (2001). The day the voices stopped. New York: Basic Books.Hierarchy of needs:  	Maslow, A. H. (1970). Motivation and personality (2nd ed.): Harper & Row.Working is not the only adult role for adults in our society, but it is clearly very important.  It is each client’s choice whether or not he/she would like to pursue work, but mental health centers should make it possible if it is their choice.



Principles 
of IPS: 

Supported 
Employment
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember to ask re being ready under zero exclusion.  Dawn first 4, Darren last one



IPS Principles also encourage:

• Caseloads of 20 or fewer
• Collaboration with Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
• Employment Specialist (ES) provides only employment services
• ES is a “Vocational Generalist”
• ES spends 65% of their time in the community
• Discussions around disclosure happen more than once, include pros and cons of 

disclosing, are based on individual choice, and are documented.
• Assertive engagement occurs in conjunction with other colleagues  and natural 

supports if someone ceases to attend services
• Supported education is a part of supported employment
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Considerations
For Supported 
Education

• Does the person want to go to college?
• Are they familiar with time and energy commitments?
• Do they feel confident about their level of self motivation?
• Have they chosen a major?

• Research job postings/job descriptions to determine educational 
requirements

• Utilize online resources:
• WorkSource WA
• Contents - DOT Dictionary of Occupational Titles 

(occupationalinfo.org)
• Careers and Career Information - CareerOneStop

• Have they chosen a college?
• What about funding for education?
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https://www.worksourcewa.com/Resources/TrainingPrograms.aspx
https://occupationalinfo.org/contents.html
https://www.careeronestop.org/


Wellpoint 
contracted 
services
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FCS Employment Sustaining Services
• Career advancement
• Negotiation with employers

• Job accommodations
• Assistive technology

• Job analysis
• Job coaching
• Benefits education and coaching
• Transportation (only in conjunction with an 

approved service) 
• Asset development
• Follow-along supports

Wellpoint contracted 
services
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Effective 
Engagement 
begins with 
looking at 
relationships 
through a 
recovery Lens.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dawn  Effective engagement begins with looking at relationships through a recovery lens. Starting to look at engagement through this lens will help you to see the person in a more strength-based way, especially when things are challenging. A working definition of recovery from mental disorders and/or substance use disorders:  A process of change through which individuals improve their health and wellness, live a self-directed life and strive to reach their full potential.Through the Recovery Support Strategic Initiative, SAMHSA has delineated four major dimensions that support a life in recovery:HealthOvercoming or managing one’s disease(s) or symptoms—for example, abstaining from the use of alcohol, illicit drugs, and non-prescribed medications if one has an addiction problem—and for everyone in recovery, making informed, healthy choices that support physical and emotional wellbeing.HomeA stable and safe place to livePurposeMeaningful daily activities, such as a job, school, volunteerism, family caretaking, or creative endeavors, and the independence, income, and resources to participate in society.CommunityRelationships and social networks that provide support, friendship, love, and hopeCertified Peer CounselorsUPDATE-Holders of the hope, Relatable, Relevant shared experience



SAMHSA Working definition of 
recovery from mental disorders 
and/or substance use disorders 

A process of change through 
which individuals improve 

their health and wellness, live 
a self-directed life, and strive 
to reach their full potential. 
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Through the Recovery Support Strategic Initiative, SAMHSA has 
delineated four major dimensions that support a life in recovery: 

• Health 
• Overcoming or managing one’s disease(s) or symptoms—for example, abstaining from 

use of alcohol, illicit drugs, and non-prescribed medications if one has an addiction 
problem— and for everyone in recovery, making informed, healthy choices that support 
physical and emotional wellbeing.

• Home 
• A stable and safe place to live 

• Purpose 
• Meaningful daily activities, such as a job, school, volunteerism, family caretaking, or 

creative endeavors, and the independence, income and resources to participate in society 
• Community

• Relationships and social networks that provide support, friendship, love, and hope
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• Recovery is possible.
• Recovery can occur without professional 

intervention.
• Recovery is not linear.
• Recovery is a highly individualized process.
• Recovery occurs in the presence of someone 

who believes in and stands by the person.
• Recovery from the consequences of the 

illness/substance use is sometimes more 
difficult than recovering from the 
illness/substance itself. 

Basic Principles Through the “Recovery Lens”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Darren Engagement through a recovery lens builds on the following principles:Recovery is possible and expectedRecovery can occur without professional intervention.Recovery is not linear.Recovery is a highly individualized process.Recovery occurs in the presence of someone who believes in and stands by the person.Recovery from the consequences of the illness/substance use is sometimes more difficult than recovering from the illness/substance itself. 



Economic Self-Sufficiency
1. Having control over one’s financial life
2. Having independence from public programs
3. Having sufficient earned income
4. Having assets
5. Being able to contribute to one’s 

communities 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Daughter needs security deposit to get apartment – you are not able to help out financially.  Daughter previously had not paid back  then one time she called to payback – said you don’t have to but she wanted to…people feel good about being able to pay for themselvesHaving control over one’s financial life:  Although at times helpful to individuals, some circumstances that do not allow individuals to have control over their own financial life include:-having a representative payee who has authority to receive or cash checks and make financial decisions for individuals; -guardianship, in which another makes not only economic decisions but also decisions in other areas of the person’s life; and -having a trustee who administers a special needs trust fund to ensure money is utilized for a specific purpose, often not determined by the   beneficiary. Having independence from public programs:  Programs that provide public assistance, benefits and entitlements, such as Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), Food Stamps, and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) provide critical short- or long-term assistance to individuals unable to financially support themselves. However, these programs also place restrictions on the level of earned income and assets of individuals and require that individuals remain in poverty. These programs also limit the choices individuals have. For instance, a person receiving food stamps may only purchase food in establishments that take food stamps. Similarly, depending on Section 8 or public assistance for housing limits a person’s residential options.  Having sufficient earned income: Income poverty is an important barrier to recovery and overall wellness as it limits individuals’ access to adequate nutrition, safe housing, reliable transportation, and quality healthcare. Having sufficient income means having enough financial resources to afford not only essential living expenses, but also to decrease or eliminate debts and liabilities, and increase assets through building savings.  Having assets: Actually, it is assets and not income that determine the wealth and financial independence of an individual. For instance, an individual who has savings or property and loses steady income still has the ability to be self-sufficient. Alternatively, an individual with debts greater than his/her assets is less self-sufficient and at higher financial risk.Contributing to Community: Starting with those under your own roof!  How does it feel to be able to buy your child or grandchild a special birthday or Christmas gift?  Imagine knowing you can’t.  How does it feel to know you can help family members if they are in an emergency of some kind?  Imagine knowing you can’t.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwimzp7Ey6LeAhVr4oMKHX_hCw0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://www.mccarthyshow.com/2017/freedom-based-enterprise/&psig=AOvVaw2_73DBc7BdLHa6ULYK1XF0&ust=1540591109405132
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Helpful 
Links to 
Resources
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Pathways to Employment webpage
Pathways to Housing webpage
Washington State Able Savings Plan
Health Care for Workers with Disabilities 
(HWD)
Social Security
Social Security Red Book
FCS Online Assessments for SE/SH

HCA YouTube Channel/FCS
Individual Placements and Supports:

https://ipsworks.org/
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https://fortress.wa.gov/dshs/pathways/(S(wvd44d5aukrd5tmfu4jd2cvp))/p2emain.aspx
https://fortress.wa.gov/dshs/pathwaystohousing/P2H_Main.html
https://www.washingtonstateable.com/
https://www.dshs.wa.gov/esa/community-services-offices/apple-health-workers-disabilities-hwd-program
https://www.ssa.gov/
https://www.ssa.gov/redbook/
https://provider.amerigroup.com/washington-provider/patient-care/foundational-community-supports
https://www.youtube.com/@washingtonstatehealthcarea3570/search?query=Foundational%20Community%20Supports
https://ipsworks.org/


Thank You for Attending Today!

I f you would like more content on any of this 
information, please reach out .

Dawn Miller Supported Employment Program Manager-
east 
DBHR/ HCA
Dawn.Miller@hca.wa.gov
(360) 522-3544

Darren Paschke 
Supported Employment Program Manager-West 
DBHR/ HCA
Darren.Paschke@hca.wa.gov
(360) 688-4234

mailto:Dawn.Miller@hca.wa.gov
mailto:Darren.Paschke@hca.wa.gov
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